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For certain selection problems one is interested not only in finding procedures 
which guarantee specified probability requirements; but also in the robustness of 
such procedures. This paper examines the robustness of Bechhofer’s 1954 procedure 
which assumes normality. 
Selection Procedures for Comparing Fr Norrr?al Means with a Specified Standard when 
Variances are Unknown and Unequal 
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In this paper, two two-stage selection procedures (namely Judewicz-Dalal type 
and Rinott-type), for comparing k normal means with a specified standard when 
variances are unknown and unequal, have been proposed. It is proved that both 
the procedures guarantee the probability requirements: (1) probability of selecting 
the standard population is at least P$ (specified) whenever the largest population 
mean is sufficiently smaller than the standard, and (2) probability of selecting the 
population having the largest mean is at least PT (specified) whenever the largest 
mean is sufficiently greater than the specified standard and the second largest 
population mean. Comparison of these two procedures is made. Necessary tables 
to implement the Dudewicz-Dalal type procedure are provided. An expression for 
the expected total sample size for the Dudewicz-DalaI type procedure is derived 
and it is compared with that of Bechhofer-Turnbull procedure for the case of 
common unknown variance. 
lnverse Moments of Order Statistics from the Weibull Distribution 
A.H. Khan, R.U. Khan and S. Parvez, Department of Statistics, Aligarfl Muslim 
Uniwrsiry, Aligark, India 
A general expression for moments of’ order statistics of positive and negative 
orders from the Weibull distribution has been obtained and the result has been 
utilized to establish two identities. 
